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CommunitySoftware Peer review



rOpenSci by the numbers
5 staff 

1 postdoc 

2 Bioconductor pkgs 

192 CRAN pkgs 

287 total pkgs 

~ 500 code contributors 

> 500 citations  

LOTS! of community members 

1 awesome open system for peer review of software



Lack of reproducibility is quite widespread in 
applied computational research 

The extent to which code would actually build 
with reasonable effort is quite low  

< 20%

Collberg et al 2014



find R tools for your 
research here

they will work



We need to create a culture 
around peer reviewing our 

research software



 academic peer review of 
research publications?





“This type of review where the reviewers 
actively help you as well as objectively 

evaluating your work is a revelation” 

-Rory Nolan









Review for us 

ropensci.org/onboarding

… you are qualified as a potential package reviewer if 
you have some appreciation for what makes your 

favourite packages useful. 
- Miles McBain



ropensci.org/packages/
Workflow  

- drake 

Visualization 
- plotly  
- visdat  
- skimr 

Image manipulation 
- magick 
- ijtiff 

Unlocking text and data  
- unrtf 
- pdftools 
- tabulizer 
- suppdata 

Genomic data 
- genbankr 
- rentrez 
- rsnps 
- cregulome 

Patents 
- patentsview 

NLP 
- googleLanguageR



Monica Gerber 
Biostatistician, 
Mass General

Charles T. Gray 
W. Kyle Hamilton 
Jenny Draper 
Jennifer Thompson

“I often need to calculate percentiles, z scores, and 
other measures of growth in maternal & child 
health research. There are some SAS macros out 
there and a couple of R packages…[but they] don't 
have all of the measures I need…There are other 
measures that are just a data table of LMS 
parameters in a PDF. Ideally these methods would 
be available all in one place in an R package!”

rOpenSci unconf18



Maternal Child Health Toolbox 
percentiles and z-scores based on growth charts



Outcomes

     📦 github.com/ropenscilabs/mchtoolbox         
(experimental!) 

     collateral learning 

💬🔨📖 www.monicagerber.com/2018/07/roundup-of-
growth-chart-packages/ 

    📖 ropensci.org/blog/2018/07/05/mchtoolbox/



ropensci.org/packages/ 

github.com/ropensci/onboarding 

ropensci.github.io/dev_guide/ 

ropensci.org/community/
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